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Preface
Nowadays majority of the modern and powerful block-level storage systems around the world are 
built to work in expensive Fibre Channel or more cheaper iSCSI SAN environments. Independent 
of their class, capacity and performance they are created on well-known principles, technologies 
and architectures. Furthermore some of these systems are using common servers for their controller 
hardware with Linux or even AIX as storage operating systems on-board.

In this paper I will describe some of the basic SAN oriented data storage architectures and also 
model their design using FreeBSD (https://www.freebsd.org) as the operating system and 
VirtualBox (https://www.virtualbox.org) as the hardware emulator. All the specific FreeBSD 
solutions in this document are based on my BeaST storage architecture 
(https://mezzantrop.wordpress.com/portfolio/the-beast) project publications.

FreeBSD is a solid, complete, powerful and fast open-source operating system, and it also has a 
strong storage subsystem with GEOM framework (FreeBSD Handbook, III. System Administration,
18. GEOM: Modular Disk Transformation Framework 
https://www.freebsd.org/doc/en_US.ISO8859-1/books/handbook/geom.html) and ZFS support, 
while open-source version of VirtualBox allows to share virtual drives with minimal effort on any 
supported host system.

So, in theory, there is a good chance of developing robust FreeBSD-based block-level storage, 
especially keeping in mind successful BSD-rooted storage solutions such as FreeNAS / iXsystems.

Currently, there is still no well-structured classification of data storage architectures, mainly 
because it requires extensive research in the area where the vast majority of systems are 
implemented as proprietary solutions.

Nevertheless, despite the lack of information in the public domain, there are attempts to make such 
classifications. For example, see the brilliant taxonomy by Chad Sakac 
(https://virtualgeek.typepad.com/virtual_geek/2014/01/understanding-storage-architectures.html) 
and the awesome series of blog-posts by Tyler Britten (https://vmtyler.com/storage-architecture-
roundup-part-1-whats-old-whats-new-whats-nonsense)

With minor differences, they systematized storage systems by their abilities to scale up and out as 
well as by tightness of building-block coupling:
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This broad approach is ideal for categorizing storage systems regardless of vendor or specific 
implementation, however the task of the article requires narrowing the scope as we move from 
theory to practical design of the new storage system. 

So, I would name three basic types of storage architectures that I think important for the reserach:

• Controllers-based – a cluster which manages a shared set of physical drives and presents 
them to a client as storage resources. The cluster nodes – storage controllers implement 
transactions/cache memory mirroring, back-end arbitration access, fail-over/fail-back 
operations.

• Cache-centric – a storage system is built around a pool of cache memory, which is 
connected with a high-speed bus and surrounded by multiple processing- and I/O- units, 
serving front-end and back-end operations.

• Distributed – a network of multi-purpose controllers, serving as a storage cluster, where 
nodes can be either storage-, I/O- controllers or both.

As you can see, this approach is similar to, yet different from the Britten-Sakas taxonomy types 1-3.
I would like to implement all three architectures, but unfortunately, my resources are rather limited 
by VirtualBox emulated environment, on the one hand, and by standard tools of FreeBSD operating 
system on the other. Therefore, I will only have to briefly describe the general anatomy of the 
cache-centric architecture, leaving the practical implementation topic aside, because it requires 
highly customizable hardware enforcement, special ASICs builds, as well as significant changes in 
operating system, writing kernel modules and drivers.

Controllers-based storage architecture

The anatomy in general
The minimum number of controllers for the reliable version of this architecture is two. Their front-
end ports – interfaces that serve client requests – can support Fibre Channel, Ethernet, InfiniBand or
any other protocols including converged ones. Depending on the upper level set of protocols, block-
and/or file- level access can be granted to the clients to transfer SCSI, ESCON commands and/or 
NFS, SMB/CIFS and etc. respectively. Using redundant paths for reliability, the back-end ports of 
both controllers connect to the same drive enclosures typically with SCSI, ATA or FC interfaces.



The earliest models worked in the full Active-Passive mode, that means, at any point of time, there 
is only one “active” controller which accepts the client requests while the second “passive” 
controller persists in stand-by mode until the moment the first one stops operations. If for any 
reason the active controller cannot continue to operate, the passive controller takes place of the 
active one using the failover procedure. 

Obviously keeping a controller in full stand-by mode is not rational. So, in the later active-passive 
systems each controller manages or “owns” only a subset of logical units (LU)1 defined in the 
storage system. In the event of a failover, the remaining controller takes over additional workload to
manage the LUs of the failed controller.

Modern storage systems can work in Active-Active mode. In this case all controllers can accept and
serve requests for any logical unit of the storage system.

There is less expensive and more easily implemented Active-Active/Asymmetric or Asymmetric 
Logical Unit Access (ALUA) mode,
that provides active-active front-end
to the client, while logical units on the
back-end are still bound to the owner
controller. Therefore, if a client tries
to access a LU through a non-owner
controller, the request is saved in the
cache of that controller and then
forwarded to the owner controller,
creating a pass-through overhead.

On the picture to the right, storage
controller C1 owns the “purple”
volume V1 while controller C2 owns
the “green” volume V2. When a client
tries to reach a “green” volume via C1, it has to pass the R2 request to the controller C2. But if a 
client send the request R1 for the “purple” volume via the controller C1, it serves the request 
immediately.

Design implementation
Due to obvious virtual environment limitations, I will consider using the classical dual-controller 
design with front-end ethernet interfaces and iSCSI protocol to provide clients with simultaneous 
access to the volumes on the storage system. It is not possible to fully emulate drive-enclosures with
VirtualBox, therefore I will use the VirtualBox “shareable” disks option to attach the same virtual 
drives to the both controllers.

As you see, it is easy to represent such a system as a HA cluster with shared drives. To work as a 
storage system, this cluster should have at least three major logical components:

• Back-end

• Front-end

1 Logical unit (LU) – a device addressed by the SCSI protocol



• Cluster Fail-over/Fail-back mechanism

Let us inspect their possible implementation using the BeaST, FreeBSD based storage system 
concept.

Back-end features

According to the dual-controller nature, all shared drives are arranged in two equal groups and 
connected to both controllers for reliability, so that each controller only owns half of the drives 
during normal operation, but if one of the controller fails, all disks are transferred to the 
management of the live controller.

These drives are used to create RAID-groups on each controller. It is possible to utilize almost all 
the GEOM based RAID providers supported by FreeBSD on the back-end drives. Hardware 
enforced RAID arrays should also work, which unfortunately can not be tested in the virtual 
environment.

There is no special GEOM provider for creating volumes, but it’s possible to make any number of 
GPT partitions or FreeBSD disk slices to use as logical units for the storage system clients.

The GEOM metadata in FreeBSD is immediately propagated to both controllers. Therefore, to 
prevent data corruption, it is 
important to maintain the same 
resource ownership rules for RAID-
groups and volumes/partitions that 
are already applied for drives, so that 
all the storage resources are equally 
distributed between controllers and 
managed only by their owner-
controller.

This is the most simple back-end 
design based on the write-through 
RAID-groups, as FreeBSD does not 
provide cache for disk devices, see 
“the FreeBSD Architecture 

Handbook, Chapter 9. Writing FreeBSD Device Drivers, 9.4. Block Devices (Are Gone)” – https://
www.freebsd.org/doc/en/books/arch-handbook/driverbasics-block.html. The advanced features, like
data caching, thin-provisioning as well as volume support, compression, encryption, deduplication, 
snapshots and etc, can be enabled by ZFS usage and/or by combining GEOM classes.

An important note about ZFS usage in cluster environments: ZFS is not cluster filesystem, therefore
zpool can not be imported in write-mode by more then one server at a time. Thus, switching ZFS 
resources on a storage controller failure, requires zpool import by the other controller. It should also
be borne in mind that, depending on zpool size and condition, such procedures as export or import 
can take a long time.

Moreover, to prevent data loss, ZFS should be configured to perform synchronous operations only 
(sync=always) and there should be mechanisms for ZFS ZIL (ZFS Intent Log) and SLOG (Separate
ZFS Intent Log) device mirroring, which could be approximately considered as ZFS write-cache. 
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See the “The ZFS ZIL and SLOG Demystified” – https://www.ixsystems.com/blog/zfs-zil-and-slog-
demystified for details of the topic.

Due to the complexity of the material, the ZFS part is not covered in this document. See my first 
experiments with ZFS-pool migration described in the “Approaching online zpool switching 
between two FreeBSD machines” (https://mezzantrop.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/approaching-
online-zpool-switching-between-two-freebsd-machines_1-1.pdf) and find the implementation in 
“The BeaST Classic – dual-controller storage system with ZFS and CTL HA” 
(https://mezzantrop.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/the_beast_classic_zfs_ctlha_bq-szfs_1-1.pdf)

Front-end modes

CAM Target Layer (CTL) subsystem in FreeBSD provides a fancy SCSI target device emulation 
suitable for work with Fibre Channel or InfiniBand, but in the virtual environment I have to use 
only iSCSI part for the front-end on the storage system.

High Availability (HA) option of the FreeBSD CTL allows to configure all the three standard – 
Active-Passive, Active-Active and Active-Asymmetric (ALUA) – modes, see FreeBSD Kernel 
Interfaces Manual, CTL(4) (https://www.freebsd.org/cgi/man.cgi?query=ctl&section=4), on the 
frontend of the storage cluster:

kern.cam.ctl.ha_mode
             Specifies High Availability cluster operation mode:
                   0       Active/Standby -- primary node has backend access
                           and processes requests, while secondary can only do
                           basic LUN discovery and reservation;
                   1       Active/Active -- both nodes have backend access and
                           process requests, while secondary node synchronizes
                           processing with primary one;
                   2       Active/Active -- primary node has backend access
                           and processes requests, while secondary node for-
                           wards all requests and data to primary one;

Synchronisation between cluster nodes – storage controllers – is performed via TCP/IP connection, 
specified in the kernel variable kern.cam.ctl.ha_peer on the both nodes. In the virtual environment 
this can be easily ignored, but the link is a potential bottle-neck of the architecture, therefore, it 
must be as fast as possible when building a storage system on real hardware.

All three modes are great for a simple solution based on the GEOM framework classes, but ZFS 
will narrow the list to ALUA – kern.cam.ctl.ha_mode=2 or Active/Standby – 
kern.cam.ctl.ha_mode=0 in the worst case.

It is less visible on an Active-Active cluster, but all the nodes must play a specific role – primary or 
secondary. Moreover, these roles apply not only on controllers, but on per LU basis as well. So, the 
partitions, slices or volumes defined on the back-end can be individually configured for a specific 
role on the front-end. This feature allows to flexible change the controller-owner of the LU in case 
of fail-over/fail-back. However, the mere fact of setting roles for individual LUs does not eliminate 
the need to configure roles for controllers, which is the mandatory option for CTL HA cluster.

Video recording of detailed presentation of the CTL architecture and usage introduction can be 
viewed: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJv7GQ9rfDo, my short study of CTL HA usage can 
be found here: https://mezzantrop.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/first-look-at-the-renewed-ctl-high-
availability-implementation-in-freebsd-v1-1.pdf
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In some cases it is possible to replace CTL HA with custom workarounds. For example, in FreeBSD
versions prior to 10.x there was no such thing as HA front-end of CTL subsystem, so in the early 
implementations of BeaST storage concepts I had to use the trick with “Arbitrator”. Based on 
GEOM multipath class it allows non-owner controller to reach the LUs from the owner-controllers. 
Details of the Arbitrator implementation can be found in the "FreeBSD based dual-controller 
storage system concept" (https://mezzantrop.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/freebsd-based-dual-
controller-storage-system-concept3.pdf)

Fail-over/Fail-back

The last, though important component of the system is the fail-over/fail-back subsystem, which 
makes two controllers and their front- and back- ends to work together as a single storage system. 
This job is definitely for a cluster software, which uses rules or policies to switchover the 
primary/secondary roles of nodes, bring nodes off- or on- line and makes decisions on how to 
arrange workload modifying volume owners.

There are a number of open source cluster projects and probably the most well-known one, 
Pacemaker / Corosync (https://clusterlabs.org), has its roots in Linux, but it should work on 
FreeBSD, as it has a matching reference in the FreeBSD Ports Collection.

As to our simple task, there is no need to use any fancy clustering capabilities like master elections, 
SCSI LUN reservation, messaging bus and etc. The only required function of the storage cluster 
software on our model is to check connectivity between both controllers and the back-end of the 
system and perform fail-over or fail-back routines in case a node goes either offline or online.

As the storage model works with virtual drives, the easiest way to reach the goal is to define a 
quorum volume on the raid-group of the back-end which is shared by both controllers. This drive 
will be used by the cluster software for the purpose of recording controllers metadata and heartbeat 
timestamps which are written to the different physical blocks of the quorum drive to avoid 
read/write collisions and race conditions. If one of the controllers is unable to update its heartbeat 
for a given time, it must be an unambiguous signal for the cluster to perform fail-over operation. 
And respectively, if a node begins sending heartbeat again it is a reason to initiate the fail-back 
procedure for the cluster working in the Active/Active or ALUA modes, or ignore the event if the 
cluster is in Active/Passive mode.

For the experiments with the BeaST, FreeBSD and CTL HA I wrote a simple quorum device 
solution. The project is called BQ – the BeaST Quorum 
(https://mezzantrop.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/simple-quorum-drive-for-the-freebsd-ctl-ha-and-
the-beast-storage-system.pdf). It runs as a Unix daemon on both storage controllers and works on 
the block-level directly with a shared quorum drive.

The possible place of BQ in the storage system, that uses a dedicated partition of a volume is shown
on the picture below. The image is taken from the BeaST storage documentation 
(https://mezzantrop.wordpress.com/portfolio/the-beast)
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When BQ on any of the controllers detects one of the events:

• This controller changes state from dead to alive

• Other controller changes state from alive to dead

• Other controller changes state from dead to alive

it executes an external program or a script. This technique gives the cluster a simple way to manage 
resources of the controllers and change node roles using CTL HA kernel variables and ctladm – 
CTL control utility:

sysctl kern.cam.ctl.ha_role=<0 | 1>

sysctl kern.cam.ctl.ha_peer=<listen | connect IP:port>

ctladm modify <-b backend> <-l lun_id> -o ha_role=primary | ha_role=secondary

Wrapping these commands in an external script allows to write complex fail-over and fail-back 
procedures. This feature is very useful in the real life, because outside of the virtual lab, storage 
clusters must manage multiple physical disk-enclosures on the back-end of the system, react on 
changes in raid-groups, process physical disk failures and perform many other functions and checks
that are out of the scope of this document.



Several words after
The classic dual-controller architecture has a long and glorious history in the storage world. It is 
reliable and powerful enough to be implemented in mid-range and sometimes even in high-end 
class of the equipment. From technical side the architecture is quite simple, so it can be designed 
using different hardware from inexpensive commodity systems to highly-customized proprietary 
platforms. 

The architecture continues to develop, the late representatives of it are often have four or more 
controllers, either implementing tight system-wide striping principles or relatively loose clusters of 
several dual-controlled systems.

Cache-centric storage architecture
Cache-centric storage architecture is built on different principles than the controller-based one. 
Obviously, the central point of its design is a mirrored cache, which is connected with multiple 
front-end and back-end processor units by a high-speed bus or switched grid network. 

Typically, this expensive
architecture is implemented in the
high-end storage segment using
custom equipment and has full
built-in hardware-based redundancy
for as much system components as
possible in an attempt not only to
ensure reliability, but also to
maintain the same level of
performance in case of a component
failure. Needless to say, systems of
this level of complexity are usually
run by specially written operating
systems.

The front-end and the back-end of
cache-centric systems are often
represented by modular processing
units or directors which maintain
host I/O and disk I/O operations respectively. While the Front-End Directors (FED) manage all the 
procedures required to process hosts I/O requests using the appropriate technologies and protocols, 
like interchanging of SCSI commands over Fibre-Channel SAN fabric, the Back-End Directors 
(BED) maintain drives, RAID-groups and volumes.

On the older systems, the directors also shared workload for advanced technologies like local- and 
remote- data replication, thin-provisioning and multi-tiered pools. With the increasing demands on 
hardware performance and the advent of SSDs, data-volume operations require more power. So on 
many modern systems a special class of dedicated processing units appears to handle the mentioned
type of the workload. In the picture above they are designated as Management Directors (MD).



Distributed storage architecture

The anatomy in general
There are many different distributed storage architecture solutions around the world. Elements of 
this design can be found in the P2P file-sharing networks, object-storage systems, decentralized or 
distributed file-systems and etc. All of them implement a wide spectre of technologies, frameworks,
storage and data transfer protocols. Serving different purposes, they have different characteristics of
performance and reliability.

The conceptual grid-like design can be represented by a peer-to-peer network of equal storage 
nodes that can be connected to or disconnected from the network transparently to the client, while 
the stored data and meta-data are rearranged between the storage nodes. But in the real world, there 
are also many multi-rank solutions, having more explicit structure, where nodes have different 
functions and play different roles: data-storage, front-end/client-connection and management.

In this paper, out of all the variety of systems, I will mention only one of the potential design 
solutions that can be used to build a SAN or NAS storage system.

Design implementation
Not hard to notice, that the common controller-based storage architecture can be quite easily 
transformed into the quasi-distributed one, where controllers serve as front-end nodes for client-
connections as well as perform system management while drive-enclosures are replaced by storage-
nodes.

Using a bigger number of controller-nodes requires more advanced approach, but no doubt, the 
minimalistic system can be built on the same VirtualBox test environment with FreeBSD operating 
system and it will differ little from the dual-controller one described at the very beginning of this 
article.

Although it is possible to use GEOM RAID framework, dedicated storage nodes open up the way to
have all the benefits of ZFS directly on storage nodes instead of controllers.  In this case, multiple 



zpools will be created there and each of them will be limited by the capacity of individual storage 
nodes. 

Like many other complex solutions, this one also has pros and cons. Moving zpools to storage 
nodes potentially makes it easier to implement fail-over and fail-back procedures at the expense of 
compression and deduplication rates that can be achieved on the larger zpools resided on the 
controllers.

Certainly, considering the performance, it is better to use fast Fibre Channel or InfiniBand 
technologies for controllers to storage nodes back-end connections, but the only option for the test 
environment is iSCSI configured to work over a pair (for redundancy) dedicated LANs.

The volumes defined within zpools or partitions on the storage nodes, must be somehow aggregated
on the controllers. And although, there must be ZFS or RAID-groups configured on individual 
storage nodes, the whole system, is potentially vulnerable to the disappearance of any storage node 
from the network, for example, due to shutdown/reboot or a general failure of any storage node.

Therefore, to protect data consistency on the controllers level, another layer of RAID must be 
created using the volumes imported from the storage nodes. In this case, it is reasonable to 
configure one of the lightweight GEOM based either -3, -5 or RAID-1 classes, instead of ZFS.

Another important thing, to be mentioned finally is that the connections to storage nodes are a 
subject to be managed by the cluster software. In FreeBSD by default, GEOM framework tries to 



“restore failed” RAID providers automatically if it is possible. Returning to the example of the 
rebooted storage node, such a “failure” will be detected by GEOM framework on both controllers at
the same time. Obviously, in a clustered environment with two concurrent controllers this will lead 
to data corruption when the rebooted node re-appears in the system and GEOM starts repairing the 
same RAID-group from both controllers simultaneously. The task of the cluster software on the 
storage system in this case is to prevent GEOM framework on the non-owner controller from 
restoring the provider.

There are at least two possible ways to control back-end fail-over/fail-back events, related to the 
changes in the drives under GEOM management:

• It is possible to put under multiple instances of BQ all the volumes imported to the 
controllers from the storage nodes and script all the fail-over/fail-back related actions.

• Control GEOM providers with the device state change daemon – devd either with BQ or 
direct commands as the fail-over/fail-back action procedures.

I did not describe this subsystem in the “Controllers-based storage architecture” chapter where we 
worked with the back-end designed for using the plain virtual drives, because there is no such issue 
with unexpected virtual drives detachment in that case, but working with storage nodes or physical 
drive-enclosures requires such procedures to be carefully developed for any types of backend. And 
the more disks are in the back-end, the more acute is the need for such a subsystem.

Several words after
All storage designs strive to follow the reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS) principles 
firstly introduced by IBM. But it also must be well remembered that, no matter what storage 
architecture is used, the key of success for building and working with SAN and storage systems is 
to maintain balance and parallelism everywhere from hardware to workload.

In this short paper I have briefly described three basics storage architectures: Controllers-based, 
Cache-centric and Distributed, which can easily find their places in the storage classifications by 
Chad Sakac and Tyler Britten. I have also showed some practical open-source references and 
examples based on the BeaST storage system concept, FreeBSD operating system and VirtualBox 
virtualization environment.

I hope, the ideas behind the document can help with understanding storage technologies and 
architectures as well as the solutions can hopefully help with designing new storage systems.


